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for the tundra tims

the first time I1 saw it happen was
in 1975

then it spread to the villages and
then all over the state after that and
then several years ago I1 went to
greenland and there it was again
but this time in a whole new ad-
vanced and up to date form

little by little it has spread all over
the north and there seems to be no
end to it

television
what brought it home this week

to me was my trip to prudhoe bay
where I1 was surrounded by millions
and millions of dollars of the very
finest in arctic living that I1 have
ever experienced indoor
restaurants gyms exercise equip-
ment libraries and high tech state
of the art equipment

there were lots of people around
but they were nowhere to be seen

no the camps were open and
there were hundreds of people up
there but after their shifts they all
disappeared

where where they not in the
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recreation rooms or the gym or inin
the classrooms they would surface
for meals yet they would carry their
meals off in take out containers or
in paper bags instead of eating them
in the dining room

they were all in their rooms
watching cable TV
and then I1 realized that what is

happening inin so many villages and
towns of the circumpolar world af-
fects all people not just native peo-
ple it was interesting to hear the
comments of some that said the

spirit of the place was gone
all because of television

what are the implications that
television has brought to the men-
tal health of northern residents
does one way communication breed
loners and a society that can forget
how to communicate with one
another

what does this mean for their
families and howow do they act wwhenen
they go home does this contribute
to this phenomenon of many broken
relationships with those involved
with those who work on the slopeslope9sloped

what would happen iiff society
pulled the pluglug on northern televi-
sionsion wouldwould we go back to reading
novels or worse yet even have to
communicate with our neighborsC eborshbors

one of the precious jewejenetsjewets of the
native community is our extended
families the world enviesenvies us

because the extended fanfamilyadlydly is still
alive and well in alaska native
communities

there really are no orphans
because someone is there for
everyone some researchers say
there are so many mental health pro-
blems in the lower 48 because peo-
ple keep to themselves and have no
one to turn to when things go wrong

have we begun to trade our ex-
tended families for the isolation of
television are we starting like the
rest of society to take on both the
good and bad habits

I1 sometimes wonder wwhenen I1 see
the whole world starting to dress and
speak in the same way

why do we have to call lawyers
and police everytimeevery time we have a pro-
blem why cant we just work
things out between ourselvesourselves99

these are hard questions that re-
quire hard answers but if we are
seriousserious about taking traditional
values with us into our modernmodem lives
we had better start with two way
commmunication


